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About Us 




Kara Bar High




experience that will change your life!
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About us




Education is of utmost importance




Education is of utmost importance. Education is a necessity in order to improve one’s life, grow and develop the personality to be a better human
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Great Institute




Getting an education from a great institute that has hired some of the best teachers plays a major role in developing an individual’s character and personality.
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The benefits it imparts are immense 




The benefits it imparts are immense and cannot be denied. Kara Bar High aims to impart education, morals, values, and every other aspect that helps groom an individual.
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Developed to provide quality education




Wekarabarhigh.com.au is a high school developed to provide quality education to children so they can build their lives and groom their personalities.
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The Best Education




with a unique approach.




We nurture the children with the best education with a unique approach. We believe education is not just for gaining good grades and clearing exams
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Meet our educators




Our teachers
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Daniel Snow




Head coach
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Annie Smith




School coordinator
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Jane Doe




PA director





























What the parents say




Testimonials
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But education is more about developing the personality and mindset of an individual and making the individual capable of surviving in the world, doing good, and shaping the future.




Susan Doe
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At Kara Bar, every student is given individual attention and guided according to their needs. We have state-of-the-art purpose-built buildings with well-equipped and specially designed laboratories, classrooms, and a well-stocked library




Kate Smith
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A digital library has also been designed to meet the digital needs and keep the students updated with the advancements and technology.




Adam Doe














Our Aim




Our main aim is to develop the personality of students, preparing them for the future while providing them with the best of education with a learning-based and practical approach.
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Best Benefits of Childcare Centres for Children


10 September 2023








The experience of many kids in Banyo during their childhood could positively or negatively affect their later learning. Building the basic blocks of socialisation and learning has to start at an early age for children to form the best foundation.




It is for these reasons that many parents in Banyo opt to enrol their children in reputable childcare Banyo centres. While a childcare Banyo offers a viable option for parents in caring for their children while they work, it is not the only top reason.




A well-supervised childcare Banyo environment provides the best venue for children to develop many learning skills at a young age.




Enrolling a child in a childcare centre at a young age provide multiple benefits, including:




Structured routines and schedules




Time is not a thing understood by children. However, the structured routines and schedules of the childcare centre help them understand the importance of time. The various learning and fun activities including storytelling and singing are sequenced to help children understand the value of time.




The intellectual growth of children is crucially developed with the different fun activities provided by a childcare centre. Children’s behaviours are shaped by the structured times for napping, eating, and playing. The change in behaviour is also beneficial to parents.




Time for socialisation while having fun




A lot of time to socialise and have fun is needed by children. A childcare centre provides the perfect solution for parents not having time to arrange for playdates. Attending childcare gives kids a chance to have fun playing with their peers. An opportunity to form lasting friendships is also gained by children attending childcare. The structured and safe setting of childcare helps to shape the socialisation learning of children at a young age.




Encourage better behaviour




Plenty of opportunities are provided by childcare for children to socialise and play with their peers. Better behaviour is shaped when children are encouraged to work well with others. Being part of the team teaches them to learn, play, and share with other kids. This helps to develop their minds and personalities.




Learn good communication skills




An excellent venue for communication is provided by a childcare environment caring for children of various stages and ages. A perfect opportunity for a child is opened whether he is comfortable with non-verbal communication or unusually chatty. Areas of difficulties in communication for some children are helped by well-trained care providers, resulting in the development of better communication skills.




Teaches independence




Children develop a sense of independence when they are left in the care of high-quality childcare. Not having their parents during their time in childcare allows them to rely more on themselves and some help from caregivers. Independence is further practiced and developed when children are given simple tasks and activities to do. Simple activities such as putting on their socks or putting away toys encourage children to become more independent.




 Higher academic performance




Numerous educational studies have shown that children attending quality childcare at a young age show higher academic performances as teens. The future academic success of children, based on the studies, is contributed to enrolling the kids in quality childcare at a young age. The opportunities and support children get from quality childcare helps to shape a successful outcome for children, both academically and emotionally.




Contact the Banyo childcare centre of choice to know more.







	



5 Things To Keep In Mind While Selecting Your Child’s Kindergarten￼


8 January 2023








Taking the first steps toward your child’s education can be overwhelming. With so many options to choose from – public school, private school, or homeschooling – the decision can be daunting. However, there is one important step that must be taken before any of those other decisions are made: selecting a kindergarten. Here are five things to keep in mind during this process.  




1. Location 




Location is key when it comes to selecting a kindergarten perth for your child. It’s important to consider how far away the school is from your home and if there are any transportation options available if needed. 




If you have more than one child, you may also want to consider whether or not the same school offers both kindergarten and elementary programs so that siblings can attend together.  




2. Pre-K Options 




If you live in an area where pre-kindergarten programs are offered, it’s worth considering whether or not these programs might be beneficial for your child before they begin their academic journey in kindergarten. 




Pre-k classes give children a chance to build social skills, gain confidence in themselves and their abilities, and develop an understanding of basic academic concepts such as counting, shapes, colors, and letters – all of which will help them succeed once they enter kindergarten. 




3. Class Size & Teacher Qualifications 




Smaller class sizes offer more individual attention for each student and better teacher-student relationships overall – something that is key for young learners who may need extra support as they adjust to their new environment and curriculum structure. 




Look into the qualifications of the teachers at each school you’re considering; you should make sure they have proper credentials and experience with children in your child’s age group before making a decision on which school is right for them. 




4. Quality Programs & Curriculum




Every parent wants their child’s educational experience to be of high quality and value – no matter what grade level they’re at! Take some time to look into each school’s curriculum offerings – what type of learning experiences are available? 




Are there any special programs such as music, art, or language studies? What about physical education or STEM activities? All of these factors contribute greatly to your child’s educational experience in kindergarten and beyond!    




5. Tuition & Financial Aid Considerations 




Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, take some time to research tuition costs associated with each program you’re interested in as well as any financial aid opportunities that might be available if needed (scholarships, grants, etc). 




Depending on where you live (or even what district you live in) tuition rates can vary widely – so do your research thoroughly! Don’t forget about other fees too (registration fees etc), which could add up quickly if left unchecked! 




Selecting a kindergarten for your little one can feel like quite the undertaking – but don’t let it overwhelm you! The most important thing is that you make an informed decision based on what’s best for both yourself and your child – after all, it’s never too early to start investing in their future success! 




By keeping these five tips in mind while researching potential kindergartens near you, finding just the right fit should become much easier! Good luck!
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High School Does Not Go High Enough


20 July 2022








At Santa Monica University, a 34,000-student, two-year neighborhood university in California, trainees in some cases rest on the flooring to listen to teachers talk. This is not section of a New Age method to learning; there typically aren’t sufficient sittings.




Over the previous couple of years, need for courses has expanded significantly, while budget plan reduces have required the university, together with others in the California system, to decrease program offerings. Consequently, inning accordance with managers, almost every course provided is filled up to capability. Trainers in some cases waive course dimension limitations to permit extra trainees to register, also when that implies seats some students on the flooring. Lots of various other trainees, nevertheless, are averted, required to take the courses they require somewhere else or to delay and attempt once again the complying with semester.




In reaction, the university developed an uncommon service. It will include more of one of the most in-demand courses – typically fundamental programs in English, composing, mathematics and scientific research that are required to satisfy college graduation demands or move to four-year institutions – for an additional cost. After state-funded courses fill, trainees will have the choice to register in extra areas just if they have the ability to pay the complete cost of what it expenses the university to provide those courses. Presently, each course expenses trainees $36 each credit rating hr. The new courses would certainly be 5 times that – $180 each credit rating hr. The new program might begin as quickly as the approaching summertime and winter season sessions, ultimately to be broadened to the whole scholastic year, authorities state.




There’s glitch right below. Santa Monica ought to obtain some factors for imagination and great objectives, however as well couple of for the program to benefit a death quality. An organization that enrolls trainees in a specific program of examine has a responsibility to create the courses required to total that program offered in the basic quantity of time, at the costs trainees have been informed to anticipate to pay. Anything else is plainly a bait-and-switch.




Externally, the issues dealing with Santa Monica University are budget plan reduces and the state’s rejection to increase tuition prices to cover a bigger part of expenses. Real provide, nevertheless, runs much further. In today’s economic climate, an associate’s level, or perhaps even a bachelor’s level, is the new secondary school diploma – the minimal degree of accomplishment required for many middle-class tasks. Yet neighborhood universities are not geared up to be the new high institutions.
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Do not miss this experience!




Ask us any questions










Get in touch
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Aboasut us




Education is of utmost importance. Education is a necessity in order to improve one's life, grow and develop the personality to be a better human.









Address




35 Saggers Road




EAST NEWDEGATE, Western Australia(WA), 6355









Contact




Office hours: 09:00am - 6:00pm




(08) 9027 5535




[email protected]
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